Dedicated to improving healthcare for patients, healthcare professionals and governments

Bringing evidence and knowledge to the point of care

DEDICATED TO IMPROVING HEALTHCARE
For patients, healthcare professionals and governments

SKILLED EXPERTS
In digital publishing, clinical practice and project delivery

EVOLVING BEST PRACTICE
Systems and processes for easy sharing and frequent updating or your knowledge network

FORMULARY AND SERVICES SPECIALISTS
Creating and implementing bespoke guidance across your health services

MODERN HEALTHCARE
Clinical decision support at point of care online, digitally and printed

WORKING TOGETHER
For the best solution for your health system
Working together to improve healthcare

At EBN we believe in improving healthcare for patients, healthcare professionals and governments

To ensure outstanding service, you must have the right information consistently available at point of care for clinical decision support. This includes medication information, best practice guidelines checked against international and local methods and feedback from medical experts to reflect hands on evidence-based experience with patients. At EBN Health, we enable you to have all that and more.

We aim to get the best information into the hands of the right people at the right time. This can include anything from creating bespoke national formularies, to updating and overhauling existing national formularies, to compiling best practice guidelines, to publishing specialist medical reference sources. All of our work is available in the latest digital formats, online or in more traditional book form to meet your needs.

At EBN, we understand that improving healthcare delivery can be a daunting task, which is why we are with you every step of the way to provide an end-to-end solution.

Depending on your needs, we can help you to create your proposals, guide you through the funding process and help you deal with your stakeholders. We are here to plan, implement and deliver the project itself. We can also support you after your project is launched with in-country training and communication plans to make sure that you get the best impact from your initiative.

How we work

Local and international experts bringing an end-to-end solution tailored to your healthcare information needs

At EBN, we work both with international and national experts. Our Core Team will work with government ministers, funders, medical professionals and technology specialists to create expert networks, ensuring the information compiled is practical, appropriate and reflects local capabilities.

This allows us to create projects which incorporate best practice, model policies, and processes and standard operating procedures to ensure the improvements continue even after the initial project is finished. We will also liaise with international funding bodies and standards agencies to ensure complete buy-in for your project.

Depending on your project, we draw on universally respected resources to compile your knowledge base, such as:

- International Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification system.
- Licensed medicines information and registration documents.
- Respected international bodies such as WHO, NICE and Cochrane.
- Your current practice and international best practice.
Case study

The Kazakhstan National Formulary (KNF)

Created in 6 months by EBN Health in partnership with the Ministry of Social Development in Kazakhstan, local medical experts and the World Bank, the KNF was developed in late 2015 to provide access to the latest up-to-date, approved and effective prescribing information on all the medicines currently available within Kazakhstan.

The KNF database is hosted by The Republican Centre for Health Development ensuring that complete control of the formulary rests within the country and within the government.

Advanced, digital and bespoke

A bespoke formulary, the KNF is based on the ATC classification system and is one of the most advanced sources of evidence-based information in Central Asia. The KNF can be accessed through any online connection at www.knf.kz.

Created with a responsive design to ensure it can be navigated easily on both desktops and mobile technology such as smartphones and tablets, the KNF can be used anywhere at a point of clinical decision making.

Planning for the future

To provide a future-proof, bespoke solution, EBN Health has implemented updating processes and trained local editorial teams to assess new medicines going forwards. EBN Health has also supported the roll out with in-country training seminars and marketing/communication support to the hospitals, healthcare professionals and universities.

Effective and forward thinking

The KNF was listed as one of the top healthcare initiatives of 2015 by the Ministry of Healthcare and Social Development of Kazakhstan and is changing the face of healthcare in Kazakhstan.

Our areas of expertise

Compiling drug information and best practice guidelines

We are experts at creating, compiling and refining information. We can build bespoke National Formularies, collect medicines information and create approved best practice guidelines reviewed by medical experts that are available at a glance on a phone or tablet screen. Digital databases such as formularies allow for instant access to a wider network of evidence-based medicine information sources and can be a cornerstone of quality healthcare and medical and pharmacy education.

Healthcare policy support

EBN will work with all of your key stakeholders including government departments, doctors, independent advisors and funding bodies to get the right solution for you. We can help evaluate your options, create a reasoned budget, make a project plan to suit you, and support to get those options approved. Once you have the commitment, EBN can manage your National Formulary creation process to ensure it happens in a timely, cost effective way.

Creating expert networks

At EBN we’re here to ensure your project happens by keeping everybody involved together. We also make sure to use the expertise of all our specialists and also local experts as we know everyone has something valuable to offer to the process. We can help create a common vision for the project with a shared aim of achieving the best possible patient care and use of resources.

Publishing

EBN is an expert publishing company. Our team understand the whole publishing process, from creating content to delivering the right information at the right time in a way which is easy to follow. We will make sure your projects run smoothly, and ensure users get the knowledge they need in a format that works for them - whether the latest digital formats or in more traditional book or website form.
Who are EBN?
EBN is a team of highly skilled experts in clinical practice and digital publishing who aim to bring knowledge, capabilities and real products to your healthcare system.

EBN is the brainchild of Duncan Enright. Duncan ran the British National Formulary for 5 years, was a founder director of the New Zealand National Formulary, spent over 10 years as a non-executive director in the British NHS, and has over 30 years’ experience in publishing. Based in Oxfordshire in the UK, EBN has a global reach with team members all over the world, and has been involved in projects in a variety of countries including Australasia and Central Asia.

Contact us on info@ebnhealth.com for a FREE consultation exploring how we could help you move your health system towards evidence-based practice. Also please let us know what is happening in your area. We’d love to hear from you!

Contact Us
E-mail us: info@ebnhealth.com
Phone us: +44 (0)1865 522326
Look us up: www.EBNHealth.com
Tweet us: twitter/EBNHealth
Come and meet us in person:
Witney Business and Innovation Centre
Windrush Park Road
Witney Oxfordshire
OX29 7DX
UK
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